clusters. Afterward a 2 layer (global and local) scheduling
scheme is deployed, which its first stage is responsible for
assigning the job to an appropriate cluster. This stage is
called global scheduling, which in fact schedules the job at
the grid-level. Afterward the cluster’s scheduler submits the
job to the scheduler of the selected cluster, which in turn
starts the scheduling of job’s tasks in its local nodes upon
receiving the job. The local scheduler (cluster-level
scheduler) uses the first-in first-out policy for scheduling.
In this study we focus on distributed global scheduling
(scheduling at the grid-level), which deals with jobs and
clusters, and assigns each job to a cluster. For this, we
consider the computational needs (i.e. the number of
computational resources on which the job is requested to be
run), and communication requirements (the amount of
communication between job’s tasks) of the job. We believe
that job’s communication ratio is an important parameter in
scheduling. Existing schedulers, presently, ignore issues
such as network load and the communication requirements
of the application. In a typical scenario, if an incoming job
requires a fixed number of computational resources and the
same number of machines is available in a cluster, the job is
submitted to that cluster, even if the load on the cluster
network precludes the completion of the job by an
acceptable time. The work presented in this paper,
addresses the need to build a fuzzy system that augments
the scheduling capabilities by incorporating issues such as
cluster’s network load and job’s communication
requirements. The specific question being addressed in this
paper is which of the clusters should be allocated to an
incoming job. This question requires a process of
prioritization of the available clusters. For this, fuzzy logic
was used in the form of a controller that contains rules
which match the resource specification requirements of the
jobs to the available resources of the clusters. The objective
is to include cluster’s network load as a cluster resource,
and job’s communication requirements as a resource
specification in the prioritization process. Using fuzzy
logic, it is possible to reason about these parameters in a
qualitative manner, and at the same time to improve the
scheduling decisions.
The Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
2, we describe the scheduling model, in which the
assumptions about the grid and incoming jobs are
expressed. In section 3, the proposed global scheduling
algorithm is presented. In section 4, we evaluate the global
scheduler through simulation, and section 5 concludes the
paper.

2. The scheduling model and assumptions
The assumed multicluster consists of m clusters
C1,C2…,Cm, and each cluster is composed of a number of
homogenous computational resources, and a scheduler. The
scheduling is done in two levels: global and local. The
arrival job could be submitted to the scheduler of any of the
clusters. The cluster which the job is submitted to is called
local cluster, and the others are called remote. The
scheduler of the local cluster should decide where the

arrival job is going to be run. It may choose the local or one
of the remote clusters for executing the job. This decision is
done through global scheduling, which is the main subject
of this paper. If the selected cluster is one of the remote
ones, the local scheduler submits the whole job to the
scheduler of that cluster. After this stage, the scheduler of
the cluster which finally receives the job is responsible for
scheduling the parallel job within its local nodes. This stage
of the scheduling process is called local scheduling, which
has previously been the subject of some papers [5,6]. Figure
1 shows an overall schema of the multicluster under
investigation.
Parallel jobs considered in this paper are rigid. The job
model is built from user-provided application
characteristics that do not require extensive job profiling.
They are
• The number of partitioned tasks.
• The ratio of communication to execution.
The ratio of communication to execution gives a method
of weighing the relative importance of communication rates
and computational power for the job, without requiring
extensive application profiling.
In summary, a parallel job, denoted by Ji, is identified by
a 3-tuple (Ai , Ni , Ri), where Ai is Ji’s arrival time, Ni is the
number of computational resources on which Ji requested to
be run, Ri is the ratio of communication to execution.

Figure 1: The multicluster superstructure

3. scheduling
After a user submits a job to one of the clusters, the global
scheduling process is started by the scheduler of that
cluster. The goal is to find a suitable cluster for assigning
the job to it. The global scheduling consists of two stages:
In the first stage, all of the clusters are considered equally,
and a priority is assigned to each of them. Afterwards the
cluster with the highest priority is selected as a candidate
for assigning the Job.
When the ultimate cluster for assigning the job is a
remote cluster, a requirement of permission is arisen,
because one or more than one job may have been scheduled
to that cluster by its local scheduler or other schedulers
during the interval between choosing that cluster for
scheduling and submitting the job. Hence before submitting
a job to a remote cluster, the local scheduler should send a
permission message to that cluster, and upon receiving the
“ok” response, it submits the job. In reverse, if the response
is “No”, the local scheduler repeats the global scheduling

else if (Li + Mi + Hi >numofTask)
{

process after updating the state information of other
clusters.

⎛ numofTask − ( Li + M i ) ⎞
⎟⎟
W1 = 0.2 − ⎜⎜
numofTask
⎠
⎝

3.1 The proposed global scheduling algorithm

Priority = 0.7 W1 + 0.3 W2
After computing the priority of all the clusters, the
scheduler assigns the job to the cluster with the maximum
priority.

3.1.1 Cluster’s weight for number of machines
Load of cluster’s nodes is a dynamic attribute, and is
computed by averaging the currently reported loads (CPU
usage) of the node. The scheduler partitions the nodes of a
cluster into low-load, medium-load, and high-load nodes. A
node which its load is less than 0.3 is low-load; a node with
load between 0.3 and 0.6 is medium-load; and a node with
load higher than 0.6 is a high-load node. For the ith cluster,
Li, Mi, Hi show the number of low-load, medium-load and
high-load nodes, respectively. The following pseudo code
shows the algorithm for computing the cluster’s weight for
number of machines (W1).

if (Li > numofTask)
{

⎛ L − numofTask ⎞
⎟⎟
W1 = 1 − ⎜⎜ i
Li
⎝
⎠
If W1<0.5
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W1=0;

Here, numofTask determines the number of partitioned
tasks of the job.

3.1.2 Cluster’s weight for network load
One of the main features of this work is considering jobs’
communication requirements and clusters network load.
When a job has a high communication ratio, it must be
scheduled to a cluster with low network load. For this, we
use fuzzy logic to assign a weight to the cluster, which
determines suitability of executing the job on the cluster.
This assignment considers communication requirements of
the job and network load of the cluster. The fuzzy rule
based system has two input parameters: Jobs
communication ratio, and available bandwidth of the cluster
(as a ratio between zero and one), and one output: cluster’s
weight for network load (W2). When job’s communication
ratio is close to one, it means that, the job requires high
communication, so a small weight (close to zero) should be
assigned to a cluster with a little (close to zero) available
bandwidth, and a high weight (close to one) should be
assigned to a cluster with high ( close to one) available
bandwidth. Figures 2 through 4 show examples of the fuzzy
membership functions for these two inputs, and for the
output being the weight assigned to network load of the
cluster. Table I summarizes the rules that map the inputs to
the output. We have used product inference engine,
singleton fuzzifire, and center average defuzzifire.

low
1

medium

high

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

W1=0.5;
0

}
else if (Li + Mi > numofTask)
{

⎛ numofTask − Li
W1 = 0.5 − ⎜⎜
⎝ numofTask
If W1<0.2
W1=0.2;
}

If W1<0
}

Degree of membership

For the characterization of the state of the cluster,
we consider two parameters: the available number of CPUs
and the cluster’s network load. What is meant by cluster’s
network load is the level of communication presently
trafficking through the cluster, which is a ratio between
zero and one. When a job arrives, the scheduler is triggered
to assign the job to a cluster. For this, it considers all the
clusters and assigns two weights (which are numbers
between zero and one) to each cluster. The first weight
(w1), also called cluster weight for number of machines,
determines a matching degree between the number of
available low load CPUs in the cluster, and the number of
tasks of the job. The second weight (w2), also called cluster
weight for network load, considers job’s communication
requirements, and cluster’s network load. We have
performed many simulation tests to adjust the coefficient of
these weights in aggregating priority equation. The final
formula obtained for calculating priority of a cluster with
respect to the newly arrives job is given below
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Figure 2: Fuzzy membership functions of communication to
execution ratio
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4. Simulation results
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Figure 3: Fuzzy membership functions of available BW
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Figure 4: Fuzzy membership functions of cluster weight
Table I. Fuzzy rules for mapping inputs to the output
Ratio/Available BW

Low

Medium

High

Low

Moderate

Large

Large

Medium

Small

Moderate

Large

High

Very small

Small

Large

We have developed a simulator in Matlab to evaluate the
performance of the proposed scheduling algorithm. The
simulated multicluster consists of several clusters, each of
which composed of 1 to 100 nodes. Interarrival time of jobs
is considered to satisfy a Poisson process with the
parameter λ seconds. Each job is submitted with three
attributes: arrival time, number of tasks, and
communication to execution ratio. Each job has a random
number of tasks between 1 and 50, and a random
communication to execution ratio between 0 and 0.7. The
scheduler does not need to predict the job’s execution time.
We compare our scheduling algorithm with a distributed
best-fit policy, which ignores the communication
requirements of the jobs, and available bandwidth of the
clusters. The best-fit scheduling algorithm assigns the
submitted job to a cluster whose number of idle nodes is
greater than the number of tasks of the job, and whose
number of idle nodes is the least . There are two scheduling
scenarios in the simulation.
Scenario I: 5 clusters, 15 jobs, λ = 12 .
Scenario II: 30 clusters, 50 jobs  وλ = 16 .
For each scenario systems are automatically generated.
Figure 6 shows parallel jobs completion time for scenario I.
Small rectangles and parallelograms show completion time
of jobs in the best-fit and the proposed algorithm,
respectively. In Figure 7 parallel jobs completion time are
shown for scenario II. In both figures, horizontal axis shows
the arrival time of jobs, and vertical axis represents the
completion time of the submitted jobs. The completion time
of a job is computed as the interval between job’s arrival
time and job’s completion time. As can be seen in both
Figures 6 and 7, we conclude that the proposed fuzzy
algorithm is better than the best-fit algorithm in reducing
parallel completion time. The proposed algorithm uses the
job’s communication requirements, and cluster’s network
load to take scheduling decisions more efficiently, and as a
result, it improves job’s completion time.
.
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Figure 6: Simulation for parallel jobs completion time (Scenario I)
Scenario II
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Figure 7: Simulation for parallel jobs completion time (Scenario II)
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5. Conclusion
Job scheduling is very complicated in computational grids.
Parallel jobs are a set of important applications that usually
constitute the workflow of a grid. In this paper, we present a
distributed scheduling algorithm for scheduling parallel jobs
in a computational grid. The scheduling is done in two
layers: global and local. We focus our work to global
scheduling, which is responsible for allocating the
submitted job to a cluster. The global scheduler assigns a
priority, based on two matching degrees, to each cluster for
a submitted job. It then allocates the cluster with highest
priority to the job. First matching degree (w1) expresses the
suitability of executing the job on the cluster in terms of the
number of tasks of the job, and the number of available
nodes in the cluster. The other (w2) expresses the suitability
in terms of cluster’s available bandwidth, and job’s
communication requirements. For computing w2, we use a
fuzzy rule based system to consider different parameters in
a qualitative manner. The simulation results show the
improvement of the proposed algorithm over a distributed
best-fit policy which ignores communication requirements
of the jobs and network traffic of the clusters.
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